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Abstract. In this paper, a novel approach is presented for motion retrieval 
based on double-reference inde(DRI) in Motion Capture(Mocap) database. Due 
to high dimensionality of motion’s feature, the Isomap nonlinear dimensionality 
reduction is used. For handling new motion data, Isomap is generalized based 
on the estimation of underlying eigenfunctions. Then DRI is build based on 
selecting a small set of representative motion clips in the database. So we can 
get candidate set by abandoning most unrelated motion clips to reduce the 
number of costly similarity measure significantly. Experimental results show 
that our methods are effective for motion data retrieval in large database. 
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1   Instruction and Related Work 

Now more and more motion capture systems are used to acquire realistic human 
motion data. Most of motion data are stored in Mocap database with different length 
of motion clips, which is convenient for manipulating in animation authoring systems. 

Since original features of motion clips lie in high-dimensional space and on a high-
dimensional manifold which is highly contorted, we use a non-linear dimensionality 
reduction technique(Isomap)[1] to map them into low-dimensional manifold.  

However, geo-distance of Isomap is only defined on training sets and raw Isomap 
cannot map new samples to the embedding space because it requires a whole set of 
points in the database to calculate geo-distance. And new queries outside the given 
database can’t be handled by raw Isomap. Since new queries outside the given 
database can’t be handled by raw Isomap, an extend Isomap in [2] is proposed to treat 
increasing data. A RBF(Radial Basis Function) neural network [3] is trained to 
approximate the optimal mapping function from input space to the embedding space. 

In this paper, we use a generalization of Isomap [2], this generalization with a 
unified framework in which these algorithms are seen as learning eigenfunction of a 
kernel can obtain embeddings for new samples.  

When motion clip data are embedded to low dimensional spaces, a number of 
index structures have been developed to reduce the cost of such searches. F. Keogh[4] 
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shows a new indexing of human motion capture data technique with global scaling. 
One reference indexing method, Venkateswaran[5] gives MVD-index for selecting 
references as well as a new strategy for assigning references to database sequences. 
But it need to traverse whole database to get candidate set and is infeasible. 
Reference-based indexing method can select a small fraction of clips referred to as the 
set of reference clips. The distances between reference and database clips are pre-
computed. Given a query, clips that are too close to or too far away from a reference 
clip are removed from the candidate set based upon those distances by LB(lower 
bound) and UB(upper bound) with the help of the triangle inequality. Although 
Computing LB and UB for each pair data is very simple, searching all data for large-
scale databases is time-consuming and infeasible. So we extend reference index to 
double-reference index(DRI). DRI builds a bi-directional mapping between reference 
and database clips. Mapping from references to database can be used to make a new 
candidate motion set for search process based on reference index. Then our system 
can complete motion retrieval with DRI based on new reduced candidate motion set 
far less than the original database.  

Finally we test our method on a large collection of motion capture clips with a 
large variety of actions and compare the performance with that of other methods. The 
results are very good and the DRI is more appropriate for large-scale database than 
conventional methods. 

2   Motion Representation and Isomap Dimensionality Reduction 

In this paper, a simplified human skeleton model is defined, which contains 16 joints 
that are constructed in the form of tree. Joint root is root of the tree and those paths 
from root to all endmost joints in human skeletal model from sub-tree of root 

World coordinate of each joint can be represented as follow: 

)}(),...,(),...,2(),1({ nFtFFFM = ; )}(),...,(),({)( 1 tqtqtptF m=  (1) 

where )(tF  is the t-th frame in motion clip M, )(tp  is the rotation of the root joint 

and )(tqi  is the rotation of joint i  at frame t. m is the number of joints used in 

human skeleton. 
Hence we generate additional features of the skeletal motion by 16 joints of 

original motion data. In our implementation they include: (1) joint positions, (2) joint 
angles, (3) joint velocities.  

First we use Isomap to do dimensionality reduction. Isomap constructs 
neighborhood graph and computer shortest path distances (geodesic distances) for 
each pair of points in graph. Then classical MDS is used with geodesic distances. 

To obtain an embedding for a new data point, we need to generalize Isomap for 
new samples, that is learning the principal eigenfunction of a kernel[2] and the 
functions are from a function space whose scalar product is defined with respect to a 
density model. 
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Let D={ nxxx ,...,, 21 } be a data set sampled from an unknown distribution with 

continuous density p and let p̂  be the corresponding empirical distribution. 

Consider a Hilbert space pΗ  of functions with following inner product: 

∫= dxxpxgxfgf
p

)()()(,  

where )(xp  is a weighting function. 

So the kernel K  can be associated with a linear operator pK  in pΗ : 

∫= dyypyfyxKxfK p )()(),())((  

Now an “empirical” Hilbert space pΗ  is defined using the empirical distribution 

p̂  instead of p . Let ),(
~

baK  be a kernel function that gives rise to a symmetric 

matrix M
~

 with entries ),(
~~

jiij xxKM =  upon D. Let ),( ikv λ  be an (eigenvector, 

eigenvalue) pair that solves kkkp ffK '
ˆ

~ λ=  with p̂  the empirical distribution over 

D. Let kkk xyxe λ)()( =  or )(xyk  denote the embedding associated with a new 

point x . Then: 

ikikkkkikik exexyxeyxy === )(),()(,)( λ  (2) 

Here the definition of ),( baDG  is geo-distance of Isomap, which only uses the 

training points in the intermediate points on the path from a  to b . We obtain a 
normalized kernel as follow: 
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Then the follow formula is applied by Eq(2) for the extension of Isomap to a new 
point x  . It can yield the projection of x  on the principal components of the 
corresponding low-dimensional data points. 
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(3) 

If we have access to a huge amount of data to estimate the eigenfuntions of pK  in 

pΗ , the optimal out-of-sample embedding would be obtained at a new sample. The 

consequence of the Eq(3) is that Isomap which only provided an embedding for the 
training examples can be extended to provide an embedding for new samples. So our 
system can handle new queries outside the given motion database by the 
generalization of Isomap. 
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3   Double-Reference Index 

For motion retrieval, DTW distance is widely used in similarity measure of sequence 
database. In this paper, DTW distance is the measure for calculating distances.  

Let },...,,{ 21 mrrrR =  denote a reference motion clip set,  S  is a motion 

database, q is a motion query example with range ε , where Sri ∈  and m is the 

number of set. Distances set )}()(|{ RrSsrs jiji ∈∀∧∈∀  between reference 

and database clips are pre-calculated to build reference index. For each clip is , a 

lower bound( LB ) and an upper bound(UB ) for qsi  are given by: 

|)|max( ijjRr srqrLB
j

−∨= ∈ ; )|min( ijjRr srqrUB
j

+∨= ∈ ; 

The range need to be searched within selected set is [ UBLB, ], so for each query 

pair ( isq, ): 
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So the one-way reference index[5] can partition the database into three sets by 
query examples. The motion matching by DTW during motion retrieval should only 
be done in the candidate set, which is much less than original database. Computing 
time of similarity measure is dramatically saved. 

Figure 1 illustrate reference index in a hypothetical two dimensional space. Here, 
point 1r  and 2r  are reference clips. <ε LB = |11| qrsr − < sq , so the clip s  

can’t be similar with query q  and be abandoned.  

 

Fig. 1. Reference index example by 1r  and 2r  

3.1   Choosing Reference Clips 

Here we describe how to choose some appropriate reference clips inside the database, 
which can represent all parts of the database, to build the reference index.  
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The follow algorithm first selects a sample database 'S  by Nearest Neighbor rules, 
which can approximately represent the distribution of the database. Then mean and 
variance of Dist  are calculated. So the database S  can be sorted in descending 
order of their variances. The clip with maximum variance is selected as the next 
reference to add to reference set R  and the clip are close to or far away from the new 
reference are removed from S . At each iteration, a new reference that is neither close 
to nor far away from the existing reference clip is selected until the number of 
references reach to m. 

 
Procedure choose-reference 

Input: motion database S , N  is the number of motion 

clips in S , m is the number of references, ω  is a 
range to measure the closeness of two clips. 

Output: references set },...,{ 1 mrrR =  

Initialize R ; 

For all Ssi ∈  

     Use Nearest Neighbor rules to partition the 
database into some clusters. 

     use centroid of every clusters to make a sample 

set of clips, SS ∈'  

     calculate distances }'|{ SsssDist jjii ∈∀=  and mean 

iμ , variance iσ  of iDist  

if the number of references in R  < m 

add the motion clip is  of the biggest variance in the 

database to R . 

Remove is  from S , then remove all clips in ω -

neighborhood and all clips in ω -farthermost from is  

too. 

If the number of references in R <m goto 3) 

return R  

3.2   Mapping Between References and Database 

In this section, we discuss how to build relationship between references and database, 
this relationship means efficient index by reference clips for motion database. 
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The follow algorithm above returns a mapping from each database clip to local 
reference sets. For each database clip s , the algorithm repeats mapping references 
until m reference clips are mapped. The procedure selects a reference clip by which s  
is abandoned for maximum number of queries. 

 
Procedure: map_DBtoR 

Input: motion database S , the number of S  is N;  

Reference set R , the number of R  is M;  

     Sample queries Q , the number of Q  is q; m is the 
number of references per clip. 

Output: nM  is mapping from database clip to 

references. 

Initialize Be i  (benefit from each reference) and M i  

For all s  in S  

       If the number of references in M : |M | < m 

            Count[]=0; 

            Test all Rr ∈ , Qq ∈  , If reference r  can 
abandon s  for the query q  

                 Count[ r ]=Count[ ]r +1; 

            max=argmax x (Count(x)); Be[max]+=Count(max); 

           Remove max label reference from R  and add 

to M ; 

           Remove queries from Q  for which s  is 
abandoned with reference max. 

       Re-insert all deleted entries from R  and Q . 

3) For all Rr ∈  

   If Be[ r ] || Q≤  

       Remove r  from R  

4) Return the reference sets SiM i ∈∀,  

Then we extend one-way reference index to double reference index(DRI). In the 
follow algorithm, mapping from references to database is built. So we can use this 
mapping to prune most unrelated motion clips from the database before motion 
retrieval. This procedure means much to process for large-scale database. 
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Procedure map_RtoDB 

Input: motion database S , the number of S  is N;  

Reference set R , the number of R  is M;  

      n is the number of clips per reference; ω  is a 
range to measure the closeness of two clips. 

Output: nn NFNN ,  are two mappings from references to 

database clips. 

1) for all Rr ∈  

     Select sample clips set 'S  (as section *); 

     Compute mean iμ  for distance between reference ir  

and 'S  

     For all Ss ∈  

         If  ji sr > ωμ +i   

             Add js  to iNN ; 

         If  ωμ −< iji sr  

             Add js  to  iNF ; 

2) return nn NFNN ,  

Now DRI can be used to in motion retrieval system. For a new motion query 

example q  and range ε , we first calculate the distances iDist  from q  to the 

reference clips. Compare Dist  with mapping from references to database clips: 

nn NFNN ,  and first candidate set newS is built for next step. For each newi Ss ∈ , the 

lower and upper bounds LB and UB are computed for ( isq, ). If ε≤UB , is  is 

added to Result set. If UBLB ≤≤ ε , the last candidate set lastS  include is  and if 

otherwise, is  is abandoned. At last, we do the similarity measure based on DTW 

between q  and lastS  to get final result. 

4   Experimental Results and Analysis 

We implement out algorithm in matlab. It is more than 5000 motion clips with 30 
common types in the database for test. Most of the typical human motions are 
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performed by actors, such as walking, running, kicking, punching, jumping, washing 
floor, etc.   

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of our method with existing reference-like indexing 
methods using same numbers of references. So motion retrieval based on DRI runs 
much faster than other methods. 

To compare motion retrieval efficiency of the proposed method with the Liu’s[6] 
method and Keogh’s[4] index method.  Table 1 shows that the performances of these 
methods in same database. It is obvious that the time of our method is so much less 
than time and higher precision and recall than other methods.  

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of performance for Omni, MVD and DRI on varying databases 

Table 1. Performance comparison 

method Precision Recall  Retrieval 
time 

DRI  92.6% 96.2%   8.1292s 
IT  79.1%  83.5%  35.6185s 
GSI  82.3%  87.2%  17.2169s 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, a double-reference index method is proposed for motion retrieval 
system. Before retrieval, some motion features are extracted from motion data and 
generalization of Isomap is used to reduce dimension of these features and embed 
original motion space and new motion data into low-dimensional space. Then DRI 
selects a number of reference clips to represent the whole database and builds a bi-
directional mapping between references and database for choosing candidate sets 
before similarity measure in retrieval. At last, the whole motion database is efficiently 
and accurately indexed. The motion retrieval system is also sped up significantly. 
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